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New Italian Web Tax:
Potential Consequences for
Non-Resident Companies
By Prof Dr Roberto M. Cagnazzo
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Studio Tributario Cagnazzo is a ‘boutique’ firm mainly focused on providing
integrated tax advice and assistance all
over Italy to resident and non-resident corporations, banks, multinational groups and
high-net-worth individuals on a wide range
of domestic and international tax and corporate issues. The Firm provides its clients
with specialist knowledge for strategic ad-
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vice that ranges from corporate tax systems
to extraordinary financial transactions, such
as domestic and cross-border reorganisations, IPOs, takeover bids and M&A.
Prof Dr Roberto M. Cagnazzo, Founder
and Partner, is a Chartered Accountant and
Statutory Auditor with considerable expertise in domestic and international taxation
acquired as Head of Tax in some of the
leading listed Italian multinational groups and as
Professor of Tax Law and
International Tax Law at the
University of Torino.

The Italian 2018 Budget Law introduces a new tax on some digital transactions applicable from 1 January 2019
(the so called ‘Web Tax’). This new tax
comes after the pressure in Italy on
the tech giants such as Google, Facebook and Amazon, where said companies have long been accused of avoiding taxes by claiming that they do not
have a permanent establishment in the
country.
The Web Tax applies to resident
and non-resident enterprises that perform ‘services carried out by electronic
means’ to Italian businesses. The tax
is an indirect tax and is applicable only
to B2B sales of intangible digital products (B2C digital transactions are excluded).
The Law identifies the services carried out by electronic means in those
services supplied through the Internet or an electronic network, the nature of which makes the performance
completely automatic with minimum
human intervention and for which the
information technology component is
essential (such as, for example, online
advertising and sponsored links embedded in web pages). A specific Decree of the Minister of the Economy
and Finance to be issued by 30 April,
2018 will identify in detail the mentioned digital services.
The Web Tax is levied at a 3% rate on
the amount of the consideration paid
for the performance of the services,
net of VAT, and regardless of where
the transaction is concluded. Companies are excluded from paying the tax if
they declare that they have not reached

the threshold of 3,000 digital transactions per calendar year irrespective of
the amount of the single transaction
(3,000 transactions of EUR 1 are equiv-

alent to 3,000 transactions of EUR
1,000).
The Web Tax is due from the buyer of
the service who has the right to get the

tax from the seller of the service, and is
settled by the month following the payment of the consideration. It is not creditable against the Italian Income Tax.

Albania, an Option to Consider
By Gjergji Gjika
Throughout the world, every investor assesses some core elements when
considering investing in a country, including the ease of starting a business,
fiscal environment, incentives and government support.
Albania has made significant improvements to catch up with the investment rhythm and has become a new
pearl in the middle of Europe. As of
2008, it takes only 24 hours to register
and have an operational business, be it
a branch or a new entity. No restrictions
apply to nationality or capital. In fact, to
register a limited liability company, the
minimal capital is only EUR 1.
Tax wise, Albania is ranked among
those countries in the centre of Europe
with the lowest taxation burden (corporate tax varies from 0% to 15% top
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and a VAT of 20%), being yet at a close
range from home.
There are several activities that are
exempted from VAT, such as medical
care, educational institutions, banking
activity and certain imports, including
the import of goods and services for
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resenting public and private companies
in domestic and cross-border mergers &
acquisitions transactions, spin-offs, joint
ventures, corporate restructurings, financing, private equity and venture capital, debt structuring and secured loans.

the hydrocarbons exploration operation phase and the import of machinery and equipment for investment over
EUR 3,800,000. In addition, lately, VAT
on accommodation structures was reduced to 6% to promote the construction and development of tourist hotels
and resorts.
To further assure investors who
choose Albania as a place to do business, Albanian legislation has recently
introduced the possibility of becoming a strategic investor providing that
certain financial criteria in the strategic
sectors are met (i.e. energy and mining
sector, transport, electronic communications infrastructure, urban waste
etc.) with a minimum investment of
EUR 1,000,000 and creating at least
150 new jobs.
The strategic investor status grants
support mostly in relation to the administrative procedures, preparation
of documents, putting at the disposal
state-owned immovable property, and
assistance for the expropriation of the
land where the investment shall be carried out.
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